
KAREKARE VERBAL SYSTEM 
 
The forms that Karekare verbs take comprise the following cross-cutting parameters:1

 
٠ Verb class:  A1, A2, B, C, D 
٠ Verb tense, aspect, mood (TAM) 
 - Completive and Imperative TAMs only:  Number of subject 
٠ Verbal extensions 
 - Totality 
 - Ventive 
 - Additive 
٠ Pronoun affixes or clitics 
 - Subject pronouns 
 - Direct object pronouns 
 - Indirect object pronouns 
 - Intransitive copy pronouns (ICP) with verbs bearing the totality extension 
 

VERB CLASS 
 

Karekare verbs fall into one of five classes.2  The class determines final vowels in the 
TAM system and certain other aspects of verb form.  The classes are as follows.  They 
are illustrated in the completive with a singular subject and no extensions or objects: 
 
Class  Karekare  
A1 Two root consonants, a short root 

vowel, and Ø ~ u stem vowel in 
completive.. 

a¾suko¾ ‘he picked up’ 

A2 All roots of more than 2 root 
consonants or 2 root consonants 
and a long root vowel:  stem vowel 
u in the completive 

b“skuko¾ ‘he accepted’ 

B Two root consonants, a short root 
vowel, and –a\ stem vowel in 
completive. 

ba¾sa\ko¾ ‘he shot’ 

C One root consonant and stem 
vowel -u in the completive. 

tuko¾ ‘he ate’ 

D One root consonant and stem 
vowel -a in the completive. 

wa\ko¾ ‘he received’ 

 

                                                 
1 It proved exceptionally difficult to elicit Karekare verb paradigms in the abstract.  I’m not sure why this 
was the case-forms in Hausa, the elicitation language, do not match well with Karekare verb meanings?  
poor explaining on my part?  inability of the speakers with whom I worked to abstract away from the use of 
verbs in context?  Because it proved very time consuming to collect the desired forms, not to mention being 
trying for both me and the speakers, and because this was not a major focus of the project, gaps in the data 
remain.  I have left these gaps in the tables here in hopes of filling them in at some future time. 
2 The classification system is adapted from the system developed for Bole by Johannes Lukas in “Die 
Personalia und das primäre Verb im Bolanci (Nordnigerien),” Africa und Übersee, 54:237-286, 55:114-
139, 1970-172.  Karekare verbs fall into exactly the same set of classes of those in Bole. 
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VERB TENSE, ASPECT, AND MOOD (TAM) 
 

Karekare and all other Chadic languages of northern Nigeria have the following basic 
verbal TAMs:  completive, subjunctive, imperative.  In addition, all these languages have 
one or more incompletive TAMs, which include meanings such as future, habitual, 
continuative, and potential.  Languages differ in the number and in the meanings of the 
incompletive TAMs they have as well as how they mark the incompletive TAMs, though 
incompletive TAMs all tend to use nominal-like verb forms.  In addition to the TAM 
forms, every verb has at least one verbal noun, which is the “name” of the action 
expressed by the verb.  TAM forms are all predictable by verb class, whereas verbal noun 
form is often not predictable.  In the completive and imperative, all the languages of the 
Bole-Tangale group, of which Karekare is a member, have different forms depending on 
whether the subject is singular or plural.  The TAMs are illustrated below with intranstive 
verbs having no extensions. 
 
Class A1:  a¾su- ‘pick up’
 Karekare  
Completive: sing. 
 plural 

a¾suko¾ 
a¾sanko¾ 

‘he/she picked up’ 
‘they picked up’ 

Subjunctive a¾se\ ‘that he pick up’ 
Future na\ la´ a¾sa] ‘he will pick up’ 
Habitual na\ a¾sa\ ‘he picks up’ 
Continuative cf. na zu haÞu-i 

(DMK-AKG-050) 
‘he is eating it’ 

Imperative: sing. 
 2 pl. 
 1 pl. 

a¾su\ 
a¾sa\no¾ 

‘pick it up!’ (singular) 
‘pick it up!’ (plural) 
‘let’s pick it up!’ 

Verbal noun a¾sa\ ‘picking up’ 
 
Class A2:  Þa´fu- ‘follow’ 
 Karekare  
Completive: sing. 
 plural 

Þafuko¾ 
Þa´fanko¾ 

‘he/she followed’ 
‘they followed’ 

Subjunctive Þa´f“ ‘that he follow’ 
Future  ‘he will follow’ 
Habitual na\ Þa´fa\} ‘he follows’ 
Continuative  ‘he is following’ 
Imperative: sing. 
 2 pl. 
 1 pl. 

 ‘follow!’ (singular) 
‘follow!’ (plural) 
‘let’s follow!’ 

Verbal noun Þa´fa\ ‘following’ 
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Class B:  ba¾sa\- ‘shoot’ 
 Karekare  
Completive: sing. 
 plural 

ba¾sa\ko¾ 
ba¾sanko¾ 

‘he/she shot’ 
‘they shot’ 

Subjunctive ba¾s“ ‘that he shoot’ 
Future na\ la´ ba¾se\} ‘he will shoot’ 
Habitual na\ ba¾se\} ‘he shoots’ 
Continuative  ‘he is shooting’ 
Imperative: sing. 
 2 pl. 
 1 pl. 

 ‘shoot!’ (singular) 
‘shot!’ (plural) 
‘let’s shoot!’ 

Verbal noun ba¾se\ ‘shooting’ 
 
Class C:  tu- ‘eat’ 
 Karekare  
Completive: sing. 
 plural 

tuko¾ 
tanko¾ 

‘he/she ate’ 
‘they ate’ 

Subjunctive  ‘that he eat’ 
Future  ‘he will eat’ 
Habitual na\ hn;na¾ ‘he eats’ 
Continuative  ‘he is eating’ 
Imperative: sing. 
 2 pl. 
 1 pl. 

to] 
ta\no¾ 
to\ma¾ 

‘eat!’ (singular) 
‘eat!’ (plural) 
‘let’s eat!’ 

Verbal noun hn;na´ ‘eating’ 
 
Class D:  wa\- ‘get’ 
 Karekare  
Completive: sing. 
 plural 

wa\ko¾ 
wanko¾ 

‘he/she got’ 
‘they got’ 

Subjunctive wa¾i ‘that he get 
Future  ‘he will tet 
Habitual na\ wuna´ ‘he gets 
Continuative  ‘he is getting 
Imperative: sing. 
 2 pl. 
 1 pl. 

w™ 
wa\no¾ 

‘get!’ (singular) 
‘get!’ (plural) 
‘let’s get!’ 

Verbal noun wuná ‘getting’ 
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VERBAL EXTENSIONS 
 

All the Bole-Tangale languages spoken in Yobe State have three verbal extensions.  
Verbal extensions are suffixes that add meaning to verb stems in addition to the meaning 
contributed by the TAM.  The three extensions are the following 
 
٠ Totality:  The name of this extension derives from the fact that in some cases, at least, 

it contributes a sense of “done to the full extent”, such as affecting all objects, or 
reaching some logical final end point.  However, in the Yobe Bole-Tangale 
languages, this meaning is not always evident, and in fact use of the totality is, to 
some extent, tied up with the TAM system.  In Karekare, it thus seems more natural 
in neutral statements of completed actions to use the totality with the completive than 
to omit it, whereas verbs in other TAMs use the totality extension less frequently.   

٠ Ventive:  The ventive (whose name is based on the Latin verb venire ‘to come’) 
indicates that the action was initiated at some other place and has effect on the place 
of reference.  In Hausa, verbs ending in –o, such as sayo ‘buy (something) and bring 
it here’, baro ‘leave (something) behind’ are ventives. 

٠ Additive:  The additive has several functions.  The more or less “neutral” meaning, is 
‘do more of’ the action, but with proper context, it can mean ‘do the action in a place 
referred to’, ‘do the action in a manner referred to’, and other such meanings. 

 
In principle, the extensions can be used with any verb and can be combined on a 

single verb, for example, a verb could combine both ventive and totality extensions to 
mean ‘do the action completely with effect here’.  In practice, combinations of extensions 
are not common.  As noted above, the totality extension is more naturally used in some 
TAMs than others.  Moreover, the totality is excluded from negative sentences and 
questions, suggesting that there is some kind of incompatability between the meaning that 
the totality adds and negation or interrogation.  Finally, the totality and the additive 
extensions are essentially mutually exclusive, not because of a meaning incompatability, 
but because the suffixes marking these extensions occupy the same spot in the verb stem 
for most verbs and hence cannot both appear at once. 

The discussion above implies that there is one suffix marking totality, another 
marking, ventive, and a third marking additive.  This is not the case.  The forms that each 
extension takes vary according to TAM and the type of objects that may or may not be 
present.  The table below illustrates the various forms of each extension in all the possible 
situations of TAM and object configuration with the class A1 verb ‘pick up’ and, where 
pronoun objects (direct or indirect) are present, with the pronoun meaning ‘(to) her’. 
 
Completive 
SING. SUBJECT     
 Unextended Totality Ventive Additive 
No object a¾suko¾ a¾su\siko¾ a¾sne\ko¾ a¾su\du¾go 
Noun object a¾su\} ta¾mci a¾su\ka¾ ta¾mci a¾sne\ ta¾mci a¾su\du¾ga ta¾mci 
Pro DO ‘her’ a¾suta´ko¾ a¾su]ntako¾ a¾sne\ta´ko¾ a¾su\du¾ga te¾ 
Pro IO ‘her’ a¾se\}to¾ a¾se\}ta¾s“ a¾sne\}to a¾se\}tad“ 
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PLURAL SUBJECT     
No object a¾sanko¾ a¾sansiko¾ a¾sa´ne\ko¾ a¾sandu¾go 
Pro DO ‘her’ a¾santa´ko¾ a¾sanna¾tako¾ a¾sa´ne\ta´ko¾  
Pro IO ‘her’ a¾sa]nto¾ a¾santa¾s“ a¾sa´ne\}to  
 
Subjunctive 
 Unextended Totality  Ventive Additive 
No object a¾se\ a¾ss“ astu¾ a¾sdi 
Noun object a¾se\ ta¾mci a¾ska ta¾mci astu¾ ta¾mci  
Pro DO ‘her’ a¾se\ te¾ a¾sna¾to as te¾ a¾sdi te¾ 
Pro IO ‘her’ a¾sto a¾stas“ asto¾ a¾se\}tad“ 
 

All the incompletive TAMs (future, habitual, continuative) use the same form of the 
verb.  The table below shows the verbs with a third person auxiliary. 
 
Incompletive 
 Unextended Totality  Ventive Additive 
No object na\ a¾sa´ na\ a¾sa\s“ na\ astu¾  
Noun object na\ a¾sa\ ta¾mci na\ a¾sa\ka¾ ta¾mci na\ astu¾ ta¾mci  
Pro DO ‘her’ na\ a¾êa\ te¾ na\ asa¾nto¾ na\ as te´  
Pro IO ‘her’ na\ a¾sa\to¾ na\ asa´tas“ na\ asto¾  
 

For Class A1 verbs, some Subjunctive and Incompletive verbs forms are identical, 
being differentiated only by auxiliary.  In other classes, they differ, as in the following 
Class A2 and Class B forms. 
 
Class A2 b“sku- ‘accept’ 
 Unextended Totality  Ventive Additive 
Subjunctive b“sk“ b“sk } b“ske\tu¾  
Future na\ b“ska\} na\ b“ska\s“ na\ b“ke\tu¾  
 
Class B ba¾sa\ ‘shoot’ 
 Unextended Totality  Ventive Additive 
Subjunctive ba¾s“    
Future na\ ba¾se\} na\ ba¾se´si na\ base\tu¾  
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PRONOUN AFFIXES AND CLITICS 
 
Subjects 
 

All TAMs in Karekare use the same set of subject affixes.  There are special subject 
affixes only for first and second person subjects.  Overt pronominal subjects are not 
required for third person subjects, and when third person subject pronouns are overt, they 
are expressed by independent pronouns, not by special subject clitics, as in first and 
second person.  The first person singular subject clitic of Karekare bears Low tone 
whereas other person subject clitics bear High tone.  This is an inherited feature from 
proto-Bole-Tangale as can be see from the fact that Bole, which is not closely related to 
Karekare within Bole-Tangale, has the same tonal properties. 
 
 Karekare  
1s na¾ a¾suko¾ ‘I picked up’ 
2ms ka a¾suko¾ ‘you (ms) picked up’ 
2fs ci a¾suko¾ ‘you (fs) picked up’ 
3s (m or f) a¾suko¾ ‘he/she picked up’ 
   
1p mu a¾sanko¾ ‘we picked up’ 
2p ku a¾sanko¾ ‘you picked up’ 
3p a¾sanko¾ ‘they picked up’ 
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Direct Objects 
 

Direct object pronouns take different forms depending on the extensions that the verb 
has.  If the verb bears the totality extension the direct object pronoun is a bound suffix 
(identical in form to the direct possessive pronouns used with nouns).  In the completive, 
the completive marker –kV (V matching the vowel of the pronoun) follows the pronoun.  
If the verb does not bear the totality extension, the direct object pronouns have forms that 
were at one time based on the independent pronouns (nV, kV, cV, sV, tV, munV, kunV, 
sunV), though Karekare has replaced this older independent set of pronouns with a set 
consisting of the prefix di- plus the possessive pronouns. 
 
Completive 
 Non-totality Totality  
1s a'sna´ka¾u a¾su]nnaka¾u ‘he took me’ 
2ms a'ska´ka¾u a¾su]nkaka¾u ‘…you (ms)’ 
2fs a'sca´ka¾u a¾su]ncik“ ‘…you (fs.)’ 
3ms a'ssa´ka¾u a¾su]nnink“ ‘…him’ 
3fs a'sta´ka¾u a¾su]ntaka¾u ‘…her’ 
    
1p a'smuna´ka¾u a¾su]mmunku¾ ‘…us’ 
2p a'skuna´ka¾u a¾s]nkuku¾ ‘…you (pl)’ 
3p a'ssina´ka¾u a¾su]nsuku¾ ‘…them’ 
 Additive   
3fs a¾su\du¾ga te¾  ‘…her’ 
3p a¾su\du¾ga s“ne¾  
 
Subjunctive 
 Non-totality Totality  
1s a¾se\ne¾ a¾sna¾no ‘that he take me’ 
2ms a¾se\ke¾ a¾sna¾ko ‘…you (ms)’ 
2fs a¾se\ce¾ a¾sna¾ko ‘…you (fs)’ 
3ms a¾se\se¾ a¾sna¾n“ ‘…him’ 
3fs a¾se\te¾ a¾sna¾to ‘…her’ 
    
1p a¾se\mine¾ a¾sna¾mu ‘…us’ 
2p a¾se\kune¾ a¾sna¾-ku ‘…you (pl)’ 
3p a¾se\sine¾ a¾sna¾su ‘…them’ 
 Additive   
3fs a¾sdi te¾  ‘…her’ 
3p   
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Indirect Objects 
 

A feature of many Chadic languages, and of all the Bole-Tangale languages, is the 
fact that indirect object pronouns are, in some sense, more tightly bound to the verb than 
are direct object pronouns.  In Karekare, the indirect object pronouns for all verbs use the 
same set of pronouns as are used as possessive pronoun suffixes with nouns.  When a 
verb bears the totality extension, the pronoun PRECEDES the suffix marking totality, in 
contrast to direct object pronouns, which always follow extension suffixes.   
 
Completive 
 Non-totality Totality  
1s a¾se\}hn¾no a¾se\}hn¾nas“ ‘he took for me’ 
2ms a¾se\t“ko a¾se\}t“kas“ ‘…for you (ms)’ 
2fs a¾se\}ci a¾se\}cis“ ‘…for you (fs.)’ 
3ms a¾se\}hn¾n“ a¾se\}hn¾n“s“ ‘…for him’ 
3fs a¾se\}to a¾se\}tas“ ‘…for her’ 
    
1p a¾se\}t“mu a¾se\}t“mus“ ‘…for us’ 
2p a¾se\}t“ku a¾s\}t“kus“ ‘…for you (pl)’ 
3p a¾se\}su a¾se\}sus“ ‘…for them’ 
 Additive   
3fs a¾se\}tad“   
3p a¾sa\}sid“   
 
Subjunctive 
 Non-totality Totality  
1s a¾sno a¾snas“ ‘that he take for me’ 
2ms a¾sko a¾skas“ ‘…for you (ms)’ 
2fs a¾sci a¾scis“ ‘…for you (fs)’ 
3ms a¾sn“ a¾sn“si ‘…for him’ 
3fs a¾sto a¾stas“ ‘…for her’ 
    
1p a¾smu a¾smus“ ‘…for us’ 
2p a¾sku a¾skus“ ‘…for you (pl)’ 
3p a¾ssu a¾ssus“ ‘…for them’ 
 Additive   
3fs a¾se\}tad“   
3p a¾ssid“   
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Intransitive Copy Pronouns (ICP) 
 

Intransitive Copy Pronouns (ICP) are pronoun suffixes that copy the person, number, 
and gender of the subject.  In Ngamo and Karekare, ICPs are used only together with the 
totality extension, which, in this case, must originally have had the the form *it, but 
which has been changed by various assimilatory and deletion processes in virtually every 
form so that the original form is no longer recognizable.  In effect, then, the ICP IS the 
form the totality extension takes with intransitive verbs, since totality and ICP can never 
occur one without the other on intransitive verbs.  The meaning of an intransitive verb 
with the totality extension likewise often gives a sense of finality to the action, typical of 
the meaning of the totality extension with transitives.   
 
Completive 
1s na¾ pa¾ta\hnnaka¾u ‘I went out’ 
2ms ka pa¾ta\tikaka¾u ‘you (ms) went out’ 
2fs shi pa¾ta\cik“ `you (fs) went out’ 
3ms pa¾ta\tink“ ‘he s went out’ 
3fs pa¾ta\taka¾u ‘she went out’ 
   
1p mu pa¾tantunku¾ ‘we went out’ 
2p ku pa¾ta\tukuku¾ ‘you (pl) went out’ 
3p pa¾tansuku¾ ‘they went out’ 
 
Subjunctive 
1s na¾ pa¾ta\hnna¾u ‘that I go out’ 
2ms ka pa¾ta\t“ka¾u ‘that you (ms) go out’ 
2fs ci pa¾ta\c“ ‘that you (fs) go out’ 
3ms pa¾ta\hnn“ ‘that he go out’ 
3fs pa¾ta\ta¾u ‘that she go out’ 
   
1p mu pa¾ta\t“m(u¾) ‘that we go out’ 
2p ku pa¾ta\t“ku¾ ‘that you (pl) go out’ 
3p pa¾ta\su¾ ‘that they go out’ 
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THE VERBS ‘go’ AND ‘come’ 
 

As in many West Chadic languages (and languages around the world), the verbs ‘go’ 
and ‘come’ in Karekare comprise a number of irregular and suppletive forms.  In 
particular, ‘come’, is not always simply a ventive form of the same root as ‘go’.  The 
forms in the paradigm would have third person subjects 
 
 ‘go’ ‘come’ 
Completive: sing. 
 plural 

nduko¾ 
ndanko¾ 

nde´ne\ko¾ 
nda´ne\ko¾ 

Subjunctive wa´l™ nde\tu¾ 
Future na\ la 

na\ wa´la¾ 
na nna¾ 
na\ wa´le¾ 

Habitual wa´le´ko¾ nde´ko 
Imperative: sing. 
 
 2 pl. 
 
 1 pl. 

ndo] 
 
nda\no¾ 
 
ndo\ma¾ 

&ye´t™ 
nde´t™ 
&ya´t™ 
nda´t™ 
 

Verbal noun n;na´ (from ¦ndina´¦) n;na´ 
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